Wolfgang Hagen
"From the Transfer of Thoughts to Brain Computing - A Brief History of Controlling
Thought."1
As you can see, ladies and gentlemen, I have
prepared myself and already put on my mindset or
EEG headset, it is about the only consumer device
currently available on the market that fulfils a braincomputer interface function. It costs 150 € at the
manufacturer Neurosky, but it was worth it for me to
explain the state of affairs right at the beginning.
In the culture of Western Enlightenment, there is a whole series of original descriptions
of the idea of the control and controllability of our nervous systems and our brain.
One of the earliest and most prominent is
probably the one that a certain Alessandro Volta
gave birth to around 1800, when this Italian
physicist first introduced the principle of an electric
battery to the then leading industrial and scientific
nation in the central organ of the Royal Society in
London and announced the following:

"I inserted metal rods with rounded tips into both
ears; and I immediately let them communicate at
both ends of the device ("et je les ai fait
communiquer immédiatement"),
What you see here shows not only the origin of
our concept of communication, which was already common in the early 18th century as a
name for electrical connections. To the left you can see the famous Volta piles, the battery,
slices of zinc, silver, brass or copper stacked on top of each other and separated by wet
rags.
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Volta calls his device an "organ électrique artificiel", and it is a sensation because,
historically, it is the second way of producing electricity, electrochemically. Within months it
will be replicated all over the world. At last it is possible to generate a continuously flowing
current based on something that nobody will be able to explain for a century, because it
has to do with the lack or surplus of electrons in the atomic structures of two different
metals, and the electron alone had to wait until 1897 to be discovered. But lack of
explanation is one thing, functioning facts are another.
"The moment the circle was closed, I got a jolt in my head; and, a few moments later, I
began to feel a sound, [...] a kind of jerky crackle or bubbling, as if from a stubborn paste
or foamy material[...]. A very unpleasant feeling of trembling in the brain was added, which
I even thought was dangerous."2
A sensation of this text, a sensation of this invention, and a dangerous undertaking to
simply stick the ends of a battery in your ears. However, around 1800 no new exercise.
Since the spread of the large electrification machines at the beginning of the
Enlightenment around 1740 in Europe, it had long
been common practice to conduct electricity through
the human body, and it was often also a
sensationalistic game at court. Especially when the
first storage module for electricity, the so-called
Leiden jar, came into circulation around 1750. And
also here already very clearly: The first reversals.
After 1750, when the blows become violent and
take the whole body with them, electrotherapies are
quickly introduced:
A beautiful illustration from 1785, in which the
people hit by the blow are drawn only as a
silhouette, while the electrifying table shines in the
best copper engraving.
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Also the sticking of wires into the ears, with which
Volta wants to shock, had a long tradition and is already
described by Bertholon in 1786.
The famous Galvani experiments of 1780, when he
made the thighs of dead frogs twitch when he dissected
them with metal rods, do in fact bring something new.
Because now for the first time no current enters the
body, as Galvani thinks, but the twitching shows - the current comes out of the muscles
and the nerves. It's a bold statement, because it's a bill with two unknowns. Nobody knows
what happens in the nerves and nobody knows what electricity is. Galvani calls what he
discovers "animal electricity". What is twitching here is fluid of life force contained in the
muscles and nerves, as it were, which is apparently still effective in dead limbs. So under
his hands something twitched like the proof of an early romantic blurring of the boundaries
of life and death.

Volta sharply opposed this: It was pointless to speak of "animal electricity". His current
from the piles results from pure contact of two metals without the action of any animal
organ. A realistic and empirically clean objection. But since he, too, could not explain how
the metals act, galvanism remains the name for electricity for decades to come and a Volta
battery will bear the name "galvanic cell" in physics to this day.
Physics and philosophy are still inseparable in Goethe's time, empirical research is only
in its infancy, physiology as science does not yet exist and electricity is there as an effect,
but completely inexplicable. With galvanism, romanticism finds the physical link between
death and life, between the inorganic and the organic. Schelling founds a "Journal for
Speculative Physics" and identifies Galvanic Electricity with an all-encompassing "world
soul".
One year later, Johann Wilhelm Ritter, the physicist in the Weimar Goethe Circle, puts
the galvanic wires deep into his eyes, as an English colleague had described it, and
almost goes blind in the process - and yet, or perhaps for that reason, this applies to him
for the proof that the entire life process is nothing more than "galvanism of countless
power lines connected with and disordered by each other". By the way, Ritter came up
with the idea of charging one Volta column by means of another and in this way invented
the accumulator, i.e. the rechargeable battery - a current research topic to this day.
The philosopher Johann Jakob Wagner sums up 1804:
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"We cannot avoid the consequence that also in the brains, as the organ of the mind,
every thought appears as a galvanic-chemical process, and thus also material is identical
with the processes of nature.” What a disenchantment. The soul, the thinking, the thought,
everything only profane chemistry, everything only an electrochemical redox, or, as it was
called at that time, a chemical "Wahlverwandtschaft", to briefly touch upon the title of
Goethe's corresponding great reappraisal of this shock.
Irony or not - the early romanticism of Goethe's time with Schelling, Ritter or Wagner, of
all things, prepared "the materialistic research programme of modern brain research"3.
Since then and to the present day, research into the nerves of the brain has been in
search of the material basis of thoughts. And as we can see: from the very beginning,
however, two topics always overlap beyond recognition, namely the question of the
physiology of the nerves and the question of the nature of electricity.
If it is to be the principle of life, it must also be
able to reawaken the dead. Caricatures spill over
from England, and the image of the new
resurrection machine called the electric battery
spreads. Electricity has always been a great fun
machine and not just since television.
Again and again, as Aldini suggests, the current
from the Volta columns is held to the nerve ends
of the guillotined heads, similar to the French
physiology Duchenne 60 years later with living heads will do - and the mouths open and
the facial muscles twitch and make faces. Which in the end is quickly forbidden by
Friedrich Wilhelm the Third, and, as Michael Hagner found out, also contributes to the
ostracism of the guillotine in Germany, because in the end one is now insecure as to what
the severed head might still feel.
The counter-movement consists in the rejection of the rather conservative late
romanticism from the attempt to find the principle of life in the form of tangible, material
structures. And while now, after the Napoleonic Wars, romantic desires are completely
spiritualized, on the other hand, the first seriously empirically operating physiological
research is being developed, primarily by Johannes Müller in the "Handbuch der
Physiologie des Menschen" of 1837, the first pioneering textbook on modern clinical
medicine in Germany. His conclusion: "All attempts [...] with an extremely sensitive
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galvanometer to discover electric currents in the nerves were [...] in vain". And he had to
add: "The experiments carried out with the galvanometer to test the electricity of the
nerves, though they certainly do not provide any proof [...], can just as little strictly prove
that no electricity [...] is being developed; for these instruments are too imperfect."
In September 1820, a close friend of Johann Wilhelm Ritter, the Danish philosopher
Christian Örstedt, had discovered the connection between electricity and magnetism, but
rather also by a lucky coincidence.
Within a few weeks, André-Marie Ampère had his first
mathematical treatment of the subject, the law of which still
says today: An electric current produces a proportional
magnetic field whose magnetic direction forms a clockwise
screw with that of the current.
You don't have to remember that! However, of cultural
historical significance, is the fact that Ampere gave electricity
research a real leap forward and within just a few years the
whole thing led to almost 100 times the refinement of
measuring instruments for flowing currents. For the first time,
currents in the milliampere range could be found, as they are
present in the nerves and thus also in the brain.
Emil du Bois-Reymond succeeded with such an electromagnetic multiplier from the
workshop of the Italian Leopoldo Nobili in proving the twitching of a frog without any
exposure to metals.
The device indicated that an electric current was always directed from the feet to the
head, i.e. from the muscles to the nerves. This so-called "frog stream", however, as Nobili
could also prove, was also present without irritation.
Emil du Bois-Reymond refines Nobili's meter by a
factor of 100 and can now also measure currents
caused by a young man's natural muscle
contractions in his body. This is how he founded the
new scientific discipline of experimental
electrophysiology, which is indispensable for modern
brain research. And with this my excursion into brain
research ends, so to speak at the threshold, where it
scientifically begins its storm run...
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Let’s resume: With a combination of the refined electrical measuring instruments plus
the opening of skulls of hosts of dogs and monkeys at the living body and under removal
of whole brain parts in such Vivi sections, including the continued measurement of the
nerve impulses from head to foot and back again, over the decades from 1850 until today,
a clinical-medical knowledge about the brain develops, especially about its localizable
functions in the area of speech comprehension, the visual centers, the auditory centers,
the tastes and the motor areas in general, plus the imaging procedures such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging today which reveals all these facts and many more with
stunning precision. To present this here in its development would definitely lead too far
and would also far exceed my competence as a non-medical practitioner.
Anyway, at this conference the neurological questions of brain research and their
immense progress in the field of invasive brain surgery and prosthetics can be discussed
only marginally; neither we can go into depth such topics
as deep brain stimulation (DBS) nor the cochlear implant,
both over 100 thousand times tremor-damaged or deaf or
hearing-impaired people implanted in the last decade; nor
the many robotic prosthetics of the limbs hand and leg;
nor the many other neurologically invasive practices,
which can hardly be discussed without corresponding
specialist medical contextualisation.
But it is also important for ordinary citizens and medical laymen in the form of media
scientists to communicate once again about the dimensions of the brain. Since Heinrich
Waldeyer in 1891 we know that there are neurons, and
since Charles Sharrington in 1897 we know that there are
synapses. Neurologists estimate up to one trillion neurons
per capita and up to hundred trillion synaptic connections.
Since Du Bois Reymond preferred science to describe the
brain electricity models as they emerge in parallel in
electricity research. Hermann von Helmholtz, for example,
tried to use the metaphor of a large telegraph network,
which in the 19th century grew to enormous proportions,
and since the computer has existed, the brain has been a
computer. As early as the 1950s, cyberneticists Pitts and
McCulloch attempted a scheme of neuronal interconnection
of the brain and its parts that we now know is largely
nonsensical. I'll come back to that in the end.
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Otherwise, I'll restrict myself to what science and culture historians have always done,
they use media devices like this mindset here, which at least promises an interface for
games and education, and wonder what kind of epistemology or ideology is behind it.
The waves that are in play here are actually called brain
waves, or more precisely electroencephalograms.
Here too, as with the nerve currents of the mid-19th
century, the electrical amplification of the signal is the decisive
factor. What brainwave devices measure are signals in the
order of one microvolt, i.e. the millionth part of a volt. This was
only possible with a further refinement of the electromagnetic measuring devices through
the use of tubes, i.e. around the time when radio became technically possible in the
1920s.
The technology has not changed fundamentally since then, Hans Berger, the inventor of
the EEG around 1930, does not place a fully equipped diode cap around the skull like
today, but two narrow silver foils.
While brain research was the work of large international research collectives from Du
Bois Reymond onwards, the discovery or invention of the EEG is an isolated individual act.
As a renowned director of the large neuropsychiatric university hospital in Jena, Berger is
committed to the paradigm of empirical neurology. But none other than he holds a double
coil galvanometer yon Siemens and Halske to the skull of his patients. So, if it was not in
any form anticipated by the community of international neurologistic researchers, why did
he do that?
A few years ago science historian Cornelius Borck dedicated a larger work to this
strange circumstance and found out that Berger's research work was determined by a very
contemporary "idea fixe", namely the assumption of the existence of a "special
psychophysical energy" which he held on to throughout his life. It is about thought transfer
and the assumption that especially radio waves found by Heinrich Hertz since 1888 or
even X-rays discovered by Conrad Röntgen in 1895 could be carriers of a long-searched
soul energy.
But this psychic energy, if it exists, can do more: it enables clairvoyance, spatial
television, speaking in foreign tongues and, of course, thought transmission. Both Kotik's
work “The emanation of psychophysical energy. An experimental study on the direct
transmission of thoughts in connection with the question about the radioactivity of the
brain” and the journal entitled "Grenzfragen des Nerven- und Seelenlebens", which
Loewenfeld published, are demonstrably readings by Berger. In Loewenfeld's
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"Somnambulism and Spiritism" you can find the classical reproduction of the thoughtreading experiments, already around 1900. Two persons sit together in a room and one
looks hidden, so that no one sees him on the template, - the other must now trace what
the template subject sees, qua transfer of thoughts.
In the 1880s, the Society for Psychical Research staged such mass screenings mainly
under the direction of the English physicist Oliver Lodge, and the extensive empirical
protocols can be found in several volumes. The mental copies were sometimes more,
sometimes less successful.
Of Oliver Lodge, who wrote most of these protocols, Heinrich Hertz said if he hadn't
found the radio waves, this Lodge would have; pioneer of radio telegraphy, designer of
spark plugs, vacuum tubes and loudspeakers. "I regard the fact of genuine "thoughttransference" between persons in immediate proximity... as having been established by
direct and simple experiment ... I consider it as firmly grounded as any of the less familiar
facts of nature such as one deals with in a laboratory".
For this laboratory proof of mind reading, Lodge also has an interesting explanation that
will lead us back to Berger, or better yet, forward to him.
„That the brain is the organ of consciousness is patent; but that consciousness is
located in the brain is what no psychologist ought to assert; for just as the energy of an
electric charge, though apparently on the conductor, is nor in the conductor, but in all the
space round it; just as the energy of an electric current, though apparently in the copper
wire, is certainly not all in the copper wire, and possibly not any of it; so it may be that the
sensory consciousness of a person, though apparently located in his brain, may be
conceived of as also existing like a faint echo in space, or in other brains, though these are
ordinarily too busy and pre-occupied to notice it.“
Oliver Lodge had studied with James Clerk Maxwell, the founder of the modern theory
of electricity, without which we would not have the vast electrical industries and probably
not the theory of relativity. Around 1860 Maxwell had developed an ingenious mathematics
of electricity which predicted that electrical energy was by no means bound to material
carriers, to something like cables or wires, but could move freely in space as energy. And
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so it is, as we know today, only that the lodge did not yet know, before the experiments of
Heinrich Hertz in 1888.
But now it was there, the free-floating energy of
electromagnetism, - so why shouldn't it be possible, asks a
certain author named Fiala in the magazine of the German
Broadcasting Corporation, "that the weak wave currents
caused in the antenna by the ether waves [...] are transmitted
directly via the auditory nerves to the auditory centre in the
brain?
"Just how much the question of the "radioactivity" or radioreceptivity of the brain moved people's minds at the time is
illustrated by the various large-scale experiments on the
transmission of telepathic concentration waves via radio4,"
Lodge, to whom England owes radio to a certain extent, now
puts himself in the radio studio. Cards and arbitrary figures
must be received, which agents see on the radio and have in front of them - ....the
experimenters failed to discover any proof of mass telepathic abilities.
"One Hour Telepathy" at the Funkstunde Berlin, - also
here the result sobering, - the map reading does not work
telepathically. The whole thing was critically described by
Alexander Herzberg, one of the great psychologists of the
Weimar Republic, as follows: "Meanwhile, the psychic
media, [...] they could exist, but there was no need for them
to be among the participants in our experiment; therefore
the experiment does not prove anything against the possibilities of psychic understanding.

Let me end my talk with two summary remarks:
The fact that Hans Berger is launching his publication
on EEG waves in a spiritistic climate like these thoughttelepathic radio experiments implies a scientific
approach that is located between empirically functional
neurology, which was already firmly established at the
time, and a rather wavering ground of extra-sensory perception theories. The new waves
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of the EEG, which anyways slide close on the edge to the so called “white noise”, move
between the established image of the heart sounds of the ECG, which has long since
been accepted, and a physically flawless sawtooth wave. Of course, EEGs can show
major changes and disasters such as epilepsy and severe brain disorders. However, the
remaining neuro-scientific difficulties, say the doctors at the Max Planck Institute for
Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen, stem from the fact that "the exact relationship between
the activity of the nerve cells in the brain and the brain waves measured on the surface is
still largely unknown".
And so this blurriness of the EEG, which has been there from the very beginning on
until today, represents the ideal matter to be exploited particularly via Silicon Valley
engineers. Here one of them speaks to new engineers explaining the virtues of EEGs:
“You have this brain and you want to sense it, but you can't drill into the brain. So the
best you can do is kind of put some sensors around outside the cranium and pick up
electrical activity at the cranium. Now this is called EEG, it's by far the most popular way to
do brain computer interface. What this really means, the analogy you'll often hear, is that
let's say, you have a baseball stadium or something like that, right, we have these four
electrodes back here, – now let's say you put four microphones around the baseball
stadium. You can kind of maybe get a sense for
whether people are cheering and what section
they're cheering in, but you probably can't pick
up on individual conversations. So I think this
gives you an idea for how course really BCI’s
probably are in practice”5
What a comparison! Let’s explain it like: EEG
is like describing a football game in a stadium
without seeing anything except hearing the spectators roar recorded via a surround sound
system from outside. Good marketing always comes with wild imaginations. You can make
money with that.

Second and final remark:
The brain is neither a telegraph network nor a computer.
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We don't know anything about his neuronal and synaptic schematics.
But what has been completely clear since the research of Nobel Prize winner Thomas
Südhof is that there is a tremendous plasticity at the synapses, where the messages pass
between the neurons.
Each transport runs differently, or can run
differently, more intensive, weaker, more
modified.
A news distribution concept largely
unknown to us that awaits patient biochemical
research, beyond models from electricity, the
computer world or other electro-spiritisms.
"The fact is that we are only at the
beginning of research in the animal brain and
also in the human brain. We can't even remotely understand the brain at the moment,"
says Thomas Südhof, Nobel Prize Biochemistry 2013 for discoveries into how nerve cells
in the brain communicate with each other.
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